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You will need: Coloured Tissue
Paper, White card & water .

Tissue Transfer ArtTissue  Transfer Art

Rip up your colourful tissue paper
into small squares, setting it aside
while you get your white card and

place it on the table.

1. 2. Lightly Wet all of your Card with
some warm water. 

3. Once you have lightly wet your
surface, start placing your

coloured tissue paper on the card.
 

4. Keep arranging the tissue paper
until the whole surface of the

card is covered. You can Wet the
tissue paper if necessary to help

it stick to the card better. 
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Here are some examples of what you
can do with your transfer art. 

 
You can: Make birthday or greeting

cards.
 

you can: Frame your work and
decorate your space.

 
you can: Cut shapes, letters or

Numbers out of the art & use them
for other projects.

 

Ideas 

6. Leave it to dry fully before
removing the tissue paper that you

have stuck down.  a transfer of
colour should be left behind by the

tissue paper. 
Creating your very own Transfer

Art!
 

to this

Frame your art!

5. Remember to  use lots of different
colours for variety. It should look
like this once you have filled the

card. 
 

Birthday Cards

from this
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Coloured Tissue Paper 

Paint Brush/Roller

Gather your scissors, black card, pva
glue, tissue paper, pen & string. Start
by marking out the shape you would
like to cut.

Cut out the shape.

Fold your shape in half and cut the
middle of the shape out, remember not
to cut through the outer edge. 

Once cut, open up your shape and it
should look like this. Repeat this process
until you have 2 identical shapes.

Scissors

PVA Glue

Black Card

String
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Glue one side of your shape and start
adding your colourful tissue paper in
layers. Each layer will need more glue
to hold it together. 

Once you have filled your shape with
the tissue paper, use your glue to
stick down any loose bits of tissue
paper like this! 

Get your identical shape and glue along 
the edges like you did with the first one. 
This time place it on top of your tissue
papered shape and allow it to stick 
together like this. 

Cut around your Sun Catcher to
tidy up any loose tissue paper,
making sure the border only
shows the black card.

Allow your Sun Catcher to dry. Once
dry you can poke a small hole in the
card and thread some string to allow
your Sun Catcher to hang in the sun! 

There are lots of different shapes you
can make for your Sun Catcher, check
out these examples.

Try hanging your creations indoors at your
window or on your wall or ceiling. You can
always use blue-tack to stick  your Sun
Catcher directly on to your window.
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